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ABSTRACT. Different from an orthonormal basis, a tight frame is an overcomplete and energy-preserving
system with flexibility and redundancy. Many image restoration methods employing tight frames have been
developed and studied in the literature. Tight wavelet frames have been proven to be useful in many applica-
tions. In this paper we are particularly interested in the image inpainting problem using directional complex
tight wavelet frames. Under the assumption that frame coefficients of images are sparse, several iterative
thresholding algorithms for the image inpainting problem have been proposed in the literature. The outputs
of such iterative algorithms are closely linked to solutions of several convex minimization models using the
balanced approach which simultaneously combines the l1-regularization for sparsity of frame coefficients and
the l2-regularization for smoothness of the solution. Due to the redundancy of a tight frame, elements of a
tight frame could be highly correlated and therefore, their corresponding frame coefficients of an image are
expected to close to each other. This is called the grouping effect in statistics. In this paper, we establish
the grouping effect property for frame-based convex minimization models using the balanced approach. This
result on grouping effect partially explains the effectiveness of models using the balanced approach for several
image restoration problems. Since real-world natural images usually have two layers consisting of cartoons
and textures, methods using simultaneous cartoon and texture inpainting are popular in the literature by us-
ing two combined tight frames: one tight frame (often built from wavelets, curvelets or shearlets) provides
sparse representations for cartoons, and the other tight frame (often built from discrete cosine transform) offers
sparse approximation for textures. Inspired by recent development on directional tensor product complex tight
framelets (TP-CTFs) and their impressive performance for the image denoising problem, in this paper we
propose an iterative thresholding algorithm using a single tight frame derived from TP-CTFs for the image
inpainting problem. Experimental results show that our proposed algorithm can handle well both cartoons and
textures simultaneously and performs comparably and often better than several well-known frame-based itera-
tive thresholding algorithms for the image inpainting problem without noise. For the image inpainting problem
with additive zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian noise, our proposed algorithm using TP-CTFs performs superior than
other known state-of-the-art frame-based image inpainting algorithms.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS
Image restoration problems can be generally formulated as the following linear inverse problem:
y = Ax + n, (1.1)
where y ∈ Rd is a given observed image and the matrix A ∈ Rd×d is often given, n is a noise vector,
and x ∈ Rd is the unknown “true” clean image to be restored/recovered. Note that for convenience of
discussion, an image is often regarded as a column vector by stacking the columns of the image one by one.
For the particular choice A = I where I is the identity matrix, (1.1) is the image denoising problem. If
A is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal entries being either 1 or 0, it corresponds to the image inpainting
problem. Many methods have been proposed to solve the linear inverse problem in (1.1). Among them, one
popular approach is to employ sparse representations and convex minimization schemes with regularization
([3, 4, 5, 10, 14, 16, 22, 23] and many references therein). Roughly speaking, one expects that the unknown
clean image x in (1.1) has a sparse representation under a basis, or a frame, or more generally a dictionary.
Then one hopes to recover the unknown image x by finding the few dominating large coefficients of x in the
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transform domain from (1.1) by convex minimization schemes with some sparsity constraints. Due to the
energy-preserving property and computational efficiency, orthonormal bases and tight frames are often used.
For example, the orthonormal basis in the discrete cosine transform (DCT) has many applications in image
processing and has been known to be effective for sparsely approximating texture part of an image. Tight
frames built from wavelets (called tight framelets in this paper) or from curvelets/shearlets are claimed
to provide sparse approximations for natural images and they are particularly attractive for capturing the
cartoon part of an image ([3, 6, 18, 20, 21, 23]).
A tight frame generalizes an orthonormal basis by allowing redundancy. Comparing with an orthonormal
basis, a tight frame is an overcomplete system but keeps the energy-preserving property of an orthonormal
basis. Let (H, 〈·, ·〉) be a Hilbert space and J be an at most countable index set. A set {Dj ∈ H : j ∈ J }
of elements inH is called a tight frame forH if the following energy-preserving identity holds:
〈f, f〉 = ∑
j∈J
|〈f,Dj〉|2, for all f ∈ H.
It follows directly from the above identity that for every f ∈ H, f = ∑j∈J 〈f,Dj〉Dj with the series
converging unconditionally in H. In this paper we mainly deal with digital images which are finite dimen-
sional. Therefore, we are mainly interested in tight frames for the finite dimensional Euclidean space Rd.
LetD1, . . . ,Dn be column vectors inRd. Define a d×n synthesis/reconstruction matrixD := [D1, . . . ,Dn],
that is, the jth column of the matrix D is the vector Dj . Then {D1, . . . ,Dn} is a tight frame for Rd if and
only if DDT = I , where DT is the transpose of the matrix D. Hence, for simplicity, we say that a d × n
real-valued matrix D is a tight frame if DDT = I . The column vectors Dj of D are called frame elements.
If n = d, then D is a square matrix and a tight frame {D1, . . . ,Dn} with n = d for Rd is simply an or-
thonormal basis for Rd. We define the redundancy rate of a tight frame D ∈ Rd×n to be the ratio n/d,
since it transforms a signal x ∈ Rd of length d into a coefficient vector DTx ∈ Rn of length n. Since
n = d for an orthonormal basis D, it has the redundancy rate 1, that is, it has no redundancy at all. Since
we will deal with complex tight framelets in this paper, it is worth pointing out the following trivial fact:
If {D1, . . . ,Dn} ⊆ Cd is a tight frame for Cd, then {D[r]1 , . . . ,D[r]n ,D[i]1 , . . . ,D[i]n } is a tight frame for Rd,
where h[r] and h[i] in Rd are the real and imaginary parts of a vector h ∈ Cd satisfying h = h[r] + ih[i] with
i being the imaginary unit.
The inner product of two vectors x = (x1, . . . , xd)T,y = (y1, . . . , yd)T ∈ Cd is defined to be 〈x,y〉 =∑d
j=1 xjyj , where yj is the complex conjugate of the complex number yj ∈ C. Since we often deal with
x,y ∈ Rd, 〈x,y〉 is simply ∑dj=1 xjyj . For 0 < p <∞, the lp-norm of x = (x1, . . . , xd)T ∈ Rd is defined
by ‖x‖p :=
(∑d
j=1 |xj|p
)1/p
. Moreover, its l∞-norm is defined by ‖x‖∞ := max16j6d |xj| and its l0-norm
‖x‖0 is simply the number of nonzero numbers in x1, . . . , xd. Note that ‖ · ‖p is only a quasi-norm for
0 < p < 1. If a d× n matrix D is a tight frame, for any x = (x1, . . . , xd)T ∈ Rd, by DDT = I , we have
x = DDTx = Dc =
n∑
j=1
cjDj with c = (c1, . . . , cn)T := DTx.
That is, cj = 〈x,Dj〉, j = 1, . . . , n are the frame coefficients of x under a tight frame D. Thus, D is the
synthesis/reconstruction matrix/operator, while DT serves as the analysis/decomposition matrix/operator.
An image x often has sparse frame coefficients under some tight frames, i.e., ‖c‖p is small for 0 6 p 6 1.
Let Ω ⊆ {1, . . . , d} be a nonempty given observable region. Define a d× d diagonal matrix PΩ by
[PΩ]j,k =
1, j = k with j ∈ Ω,0, j = k with j 6∈ Ω or j 6= k, j, k = 1, . . . , d. (1.2)
Quite often, the observation y = (y1, . . . , yd)T in (1.1) is only available on a subset Ω of {1, . . . , d}, while
yj, j 6∈ Ω are missing and not available. The set {1, . . . , d}\Ω is often called an inpainting mask since data
on this set is masked and not observable. From now on, Dj always denotes the jth column of a d×n matrix
D for j = 1, . . . , n. We always assume that Ω is a nonempty subset of {1, . . . , d} representing a given
observable region of an image and PΩ is the d × d diagonal matrix defined in (1.2). The underlying idea
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is that the unknown “true” clean image x in (1.1) has a sparse representation under a given tight frame D.
More precisely, the frame coefficient vector c = DTx of x is sparse, that is, ‖c‖0 is small. Since l0-norm
is not convex, one often uses the l1-norm instead and expects that ‖c‖1 is small for the frame coefficient
vector c of a natural image x. Now the solution x to (1.1) may be recovered through a convex minimization
scheme with sparse constraints on its frame coefficients. Explicitly, given an observed image PΩy and an
observation matrix PΩA, we define
B := PΩA and b := PΩy. (1.3)
Representing the unknown clean image x ∈ Rd in the transform domain using a tight frame D as x = Dc
with c ∈ Rn, we see that the linear inverse/regression problem in (1.1) in the transform domain becomes
b = BDc + n. (1.4)
The following model has been proposed in the literature [3] to solve the linear inverse/regression problem
in (1.1) through (1.4) to restore the unknown clean image x as follows:
min
c∈Rn
1
2‖BDc− b‖
2
2 + λ‖c‖1 + κ‖(I −DTD)c‖22, (1.5)
where both λ and κ are nonnegative regularization parameters. Let c˘ be a minimization solution to (1.5),
that is, c˘ is a minimizer to (1.5). Then a reconstructed image x˘ := Dc˘ is regraded as the recovered/restored
image of the unknown clean image x. Model (1.5) is called the balanced approach in [3]. A brief introduc-
tion on several frame-based iterative thresholding image inpainting algorithms using the balanced approach
will be provided in Section 3. If κ = 0, then the model (1.5) becomes the synthesis-based approach:
min
c∈Rn
1
2‖BDc− b‖
2
2 + λ‖c‖1. (1.6)
If κ =∞, then the last term in the model (1.5) must be equal to 0, that is, (I−DTD)c = 0. SinceDDT = I ,
it is easy to see that (I − DTD)c = 0 if and only if c ∈ Ran(DT) := {DTx : x ∈ Rd}. Moreover, the
mapping Rd → Ran(DT) with x 7→ DTx is a bijection. Therefore, for κ = ∞, the balanced approach in
(1.5) becomes the analysis-based approach:
min
c∈Ran(DT)
1
2‖BDc− b‖
2
2 + λ‖c‖1 = min
x∈Rd
1
2‖Bx− b‖
2
2 + λ‖DTx‖1. (1.7)
If n = d, then a tight frame D ∈ Rd×n is a square matrix satisfying DDT = DTD = I and hence the set of
column vectors ofD forms an orthonormal basis for Rd. For this particular case, the balanced approach, the
synthesis-based approach, and the analysis-based approach are the same. However, these three approaches
are indeed different when n > d since D is a redundant tight frame for Rd. For more details on these three
approaches, see [3, 5, 15, 26] and many references therein.
Since a tight frame D is a redundant system, frame elements in D are often highly correlated and are
close to each other. When two frame elementsDj,Dk in a tight frameD are close to each other, for x ∈ Rd,
it is trivial to see that
|〈x,Dj〉 − 〈x,Dk〉| 6 ‖x‖2‖Dj −Dk‖2.
That is, their corresponding frame coefficients 〈x,Dj〉 and 〈x,Dk〉 are also close to each other. This is
called the grouping effect in statistics. See Section 2 for more details. For effectiveness, it is important
that the recovered coefficient vector c˘ through the convex minimization scheme in (1.5) also enjoys this
grouping effect property. We have the following result on grouping effect of the balanced approach in (1.5).
Theorem 1. LetD be a d×n real-valued matrix (not necessarily satisfies the tight frame conditionDDT =
I) and let c˘ = (c˘1, . . . , c˘n)T ∈ Rn be a minimizer to the convex minimization problem in (1.5) with positive
regularization parameters λ and κ. Then
|c˘j − c˘k| 6
∥∥∥∥(Dj −Dk)T((2I −DDT)Dc˘− 12κBT(BDc˘− b)
)∥∥∥∥
2
(1.8)
holds for all j, k = 1, . . . , n.
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A proof of Theorem 1 will be given in Section 2. The grouping effect property in Theorem 1 partially
explains the effectiveness of the balanced approach (1.5) for several image restoration problems in [3, 4, 5].
We shall further generalize Theorem 1 in Section 2 by replacing the term λ‖c‖1 for sparsity in (1.5) with a
more general term ‖ diag(λ1, . . . , λn)c‖1. Such a modified model for the balanced approach in (1.5) using
a nonuniform weight vector diag(λ1, . . . , λn) instead of a uniform weight λ has been widely used in image
processing, see Section 3 for more details.
For image inpainting, the matrix A = I and the observed image y = (y1, . . . , yd)T ∈ Rd is given by
yj =
xj + nj, j ∈ Ω,arbitrary, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}\Ω, (1.9)
where Ω is a given observable region, x = (x1, . . . , xd)T ∈ Rd is an unknown clean image to be restored,
and nj is the noise term which is often the additive independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean
Gaussian noise. The goal of image inpainting is to recover the missing pixels of x in the missing region
{1, . . . , d}\Ω (i.e., the inpainting mask) while to recover the pixels of x on Ω by suppressing the noise of y
in the observable region Ω. Many techniques have been proposed in the literature to address the image in-
painting problem, for example, see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 14, 16, 22, 23] and many references therein. According
to the survey article [1], methods for image inpainting can be classified into three groups: patch-based meth-
ods, PDEs/variational methods, and sparse representation based methods. We shall briefly review several
image inpainting methods in Section 3. The readers can see [1] and the books [10, 14] for a detailed list of
references for many different methods to study the image inpainting problem. In this paper, we concentrate
on frame-based iterative image inpainting algorithms which belong to sparse representation based methods.
To solve the image inpainting problem in (1.9) using convex minimization schemes as in (1.5), many
frame-based iterative thresholding algorithms have been proposed in the literature ([3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23]).
Since real-world natural images are known to consist of two layers: cartoons and textures, to improve the
performance of an iterative thresholding algorithm for the image inpainting problem, quite often one uses
two tight frames Dc and Dt instead of a single tight frame D in (1.5). More specifically, a tight frame Dc
is used so that the cartoon part of an image has a sparse representation under the tight frame Dc, while the
texture part of an image has a good sparse approximation under the tight frame Dt. This is called simulta-
neous cartoon and texture inpainting in the literature. For more details on this and other related models, see
Section 3 and [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23]. The commonly used tight framesDc for cartoons are tight framelets (that
is, tight frames built from wavelet filters), curvelets, or shearlets etc. For textures, the tight frame derived
from discrete cosine transform (DCT) is one of the most popular choices for Dt. Though the approach
of simultaneous cartoon and texture inpainting is natural and interesting, as pointed out in [22], there are
several unresolved issues about this approach. In particular, there is no precise mathematical definitions of
cartoon and texture components of an image and therefore, it is difficult in terms of mathematics in sep-
arating an image exactly into its cartoon part and texture part. Moreover, there is currently no automatic
way of determining the regularization parameters in such an approach and the performance of such image
inpainting algorithms largely depends on the choices of the regularization parameters (see [3, 4, 5, 16]).
Inspired by recent development on directional tensor product complex tight framelets (TP-CTFs) and
their impressive performance for the image denoising problem in [19, 20], in this paper we propose an
iterative thresholding algorithm using a single tight frame derived from TP-CTFs for the image inpaint-
ing problem. Details on directional tensor product complex tight framelets TP-CTFs will be provided in
Section 4. Basically, our iterative thresholding algorithm is similar to many frame-based image inpainting
algorithms and takes the following form: Let D ∈ Rd×n be the tight frame built from the tensor product
complex tight framelet TP-CTF6 and PΩ be the projection operator in (1.2) with a given observable region
Ω. Given a corrupted image y = (y1, . . . , yd)T on the observable region Ω as in (1.9). Assume that the noise
standard deviation σ of additive zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian noise in (1.9) is known. The following iterative
algorithm (see Algorithm 1 for full details) is proposed in this paper for image inpainting:
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1: Initialization: x0 = 0, λ = λ0, ` = 0.
2: while not convergent do
3: c`+1 = Thresholdingλ(DT(PΩy + (I − PΩ)x`)).
4: x`+1 = Dc`+1.
5: error = ‖(I − PΩ)(x`+1 − x`)‖2/‖PΩy‖2.
6: if error < tolerence then
7: Update the thresholding value λ.
8: end if
9: ` = `+ 1.
10: end while
11: return x`+1 as the restored image.
(a) Barbara (b) C.man (c) Lena (d) House (e) Peppers
(f) Hill (g) Man (h) Boat (i) Barbara (j) Mandrill
(k) Text 1 (l) Text 2 (m) Text 3 (n) Text 4
FIGURE 1. (a)-(e) are test images of size 256×256. (f)-(j) are test images of size 512×512.
(k) and (l) are inpainting masks of size 256 × 256. (m) and (n) are inpainting masks of size
512× 512. The observable region Ω is just the complement of an inpainting mask.
To illustrate the performance of our proposed image inpainting algorithm and to compare it with several
state-of-the-art frame-based image inpainting algorithms, we provide here two tables of experimental re-
sults. Table 1 presents the numerical results in terms of PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) values for the
image inpainting problem without noise (that is, σ = 0). We compare the performance of our proposed algo-
rithm with several frame-based iterative image inpainting algorithms including spline tight framelets based
image inpainting algorithm in [3], simultaneous cartoon and texture inpainting by combining spline tight
framelets and local DCT in [4, 5], morphological component analysis (MCA) based simultaneous cartoon
and texture image inpainting in [16], adaptive inpainting algorithm based on undecimated transform using
the DCT-Haar wavelet filters in [22], image inpainting algorithm based on undecimated transform using
compactly supported nonseparable shearlets in [23]. The implementation of all those related frame-based
image inpainting algorithms are kindly provided by their own authors or downloaded from their homepages.
We run all the related image inpainting algorithms with their default parameter values which have been given
in the source codes by their authors. From Table 1 for the image inpainting problem without noise (that is,
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the noise standard deviation σ = 0), we see that our proposed image inpainting algorithm often performs
better than the well-known frame-based iterative image inpainting algorithms in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23].
TABLE 1. Performance in terms of PSNR values of several iterative image inpainting al-
gorithms without noise for five 256× 256 test images in (a)-(e) of Figure 1. [3] uses undec-
imated spline tight framelets, [4, 5] uses both undecimated spline tight framelets and local
DCT for simultaneous cartoon and texture inpainting, [16] uses MCA-based simultaneous
cartoon and texture image inpainting, [22] uses undecimated DCT-Haar wavelet filters, and
[23] uses undecimated compactly supported nonseparable shearlets. Top left table for in-
painting mask Text 1 in (k) of Figure 1. Top right table for inpainting mask Text 2 in (l) of
Figure 1. Bottom left table for 50% randomly missing pixels. Bottom right table for 80%
randomly missing pixels. Gain refers to the PSNR gain of our proposed Algorithm 1 in row
7 over the highest PSNR values (underlined) among all the PSNR values in the first 6 rows
obtained by the 6 inpainting algorithms in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23].
Barbara C.man Lena House Peppers Barbara C.man Lena House Peppers
[3] 32.82 30.28 32.11 37.08 31.41 27.77 26.75 28.32 31.01 27.10
[4] 35.23 30.57 31.85 37.42 31.09 29.36 26.88 28.15 31.33 26.80
[5] 34.98 30.48 31.91 37.54 31.10 29.01 26.70 28.05 31.18 26.76
[16] 35.47 31.12 33.81 37.66 31.44 29.55 27.26 29.21 33.26 27.56
[22] 36.60 31.99 33.82 35.76 32.27 30.46 28.58 29.50 32.45 28.05
[23] 36.09 32.30 34.89 39.68 32.49 30.56 28.52 30.26 33.65 29.17
Alg. 1 38.43 32.77 35.06 39.73 33.23 32.16 28.85 30.73 34.76 29.23
Gain 1.83 0.47 0.17 0.05 0.74 1.60 0.27 0.47 1.12 0.06
[3] 29.58 28.65 31.39 36.57 29.18 24.34 23.94 26.27 29.80 24.67
[4] 32.59 28.32 30.85 36.90 28.74 26.27 23.75 25.88 29.73 24.35
[5] 32.68 28.39 30.82 36.93 28.94 25.90 23.69 25.85 29.54 24.36
[16] 31.78 27.63 30.57 34.90 27.83 25.01 23.31 26.33 29.17 23.73
[22] 34.97 30.03 32.63 38.51 29.42 26.85 23.84 26.26 30.16 24.12
[23] 33.33 29.18 32.24 37.26 29.34 26.71 24.72 27.77 31.41 25.37
Alg. 1 36.25 30.31 33.60 39.24 30.31 28.22 25.09 28.15 32.31 25.66
Gain 1.28 0.28 0.97 0.73 0.89 1.37 0.37 0.38 0.90 0.29
In Section 3, we shall provide details about the inpainting algorithms and their underlying tight frames
given in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23]. Here we make some remarks about the experimental results in Table 1. The
inpainting algorithms in [3, 22, 23] and our proposed Algorithm 1 are very similar to each other in that all
of them are iterative thresholding algorithms using one tight frame. The inpainting algorithms in [4, 5, 16]
use an additional tight frame for simultaneous cartoon and texture inpainting. Some details are as follows:
(1) For [3], the tight frame is built from the tensor product of an undecimated real-valued spline tight
framelet filter bank {a; b1, . . . , b4} and has redundancy rate 25 with one decomposition level.
(2) For [22], the tight frame is built from the undecimated DCT-Haar wavelet filter derived from the
discrete cosine transform (DCT) with a block size 7× 7 and has redundancy rate 49.
(3) For [23], the (non-tight) frame is built from undecimated compactly supported nonseparable shear-
lets and has redundancy rate 49 with 16, 16, 8, 8 high-pass filters and one low-pass filter.
(4) For our proposed Algorithm 1, the tight frame is built from tensor product complex-valued tight
framelet filter banks in [19, 20] and has redundancy rate 323 ≈ 10.67 with 4 decomposition levels.
(5) For [4, 5], the tight frame Dc for the cartoon part is built from the tensor product of an undecimated
real-valued spline tight framelet filter bank {a; b1, b2}, and the tight frame Dt is from the 50%
overlapping discrete cosine transform. The redundancy rate ofDc is 9 with one decomposition level
and the redundancy rate of Dt is 2. Therefore, the total redundancy rate is 11.
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(6) For [16], the tight frameDc for the cartoon part is built from curvelets and the tight frameDt is from
the 50% overlapping discrete cosine transform with a block size 32 × 32. The redundancy rate of
Dc is 2.89 and the redundancy rate of Dt is 2. Therefore, the total redundancy rate is 4.89.
For test images mainly having edges and few textures, [3] using spline tight framelets often tends to
be slightly better than [22], while [23] using compactly supported nonseparable shearlets is better than
[22]. However, for texture-rich images and for inpainting masks with low percentages of randomly missing
pixels, [22] using the DCT-Haar filter is often better than both [3] and [22]. By using an additional tight
frame for textures, [4, 5] often improve [3] for texture-rich images, but tends to lose performance for images
having few textures. Except using an extra total-variation (TV) regularization term, the algorithm in [16]
is similar to those in [4, 5] and tends to perform better than [4, 5]. Our Algorithm 1 using complex-valued
tight framelets in [19, 20] often outperforms [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23]. The comparison of averaged performance
in terms of averaged PSNR values is presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Each (averaged) PSNR value here is the average of the PSNR values in Table 1
for the five 256× 256 test images for each inpainting algorithm. (Averaged) Gain here refers
to the gain of the averaged PSNR value of our Algorithm 1 over the averaged PSNR value of
the corresponding inpainting algorithm.
Text 1 Gain Text 2 Gain 50% Missing Gain 80% Missing Gain
[3] 32.74 3.10 28.19 2.96 31.07 2.87 25.81 2.07
[4] 33.23 2.61 28.50 2.65 31.48 2.46 26.00 1.88
[5] 33.20 2.64 28.34 2.81 31.55 2.39 25.87 2.01
[16] 33.90 1.94 29.37 1.78 30.54 3.40 25.51 2.37
[22] 34.09 1.75 29.81 1.34 33.11 0.83 26.24 1.64
[23] 35.09 0.75 30.43 0.72 32.27 1.67 27.19 0.69
Alg. 1 35.84 31.15 33.94 27.88
Table 3 provides the numerical results in terms of PSNR values for the image inpainting problem with
additive i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise having noise standard deviation σ ranging from 5 to 50. For the
image inpainting problem with noise (in particular, when the noise deviation σ is relatively large), all other
available frame-based image inpainting algorithms in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23] with their default choices of pa-
rameter values often produce much inferior PSNR values than ours. This is probably largely due to the
facts: (1) The image inpainting algorithms have been developed mainly for the noiseless case without con-
sidering noise ([22, 23]). (2) For image inpainting algorithms which take into account of noise or which
are capable of handling noise, for different levels of noise and different images, one has to manually tune
several regularization parameters to achieve reasonable performance for the image inpainting problem with
noise ([3, 4, 5, 16]). (3) Most known frame-based image inpainting algorithms may work well when the
standard deviation σ is very small but often fail when σ is large, say σ = 30, despite fine tuning of regular-
ization parameters. Except that the noise standard deviation σ and the inpainting mask are assumed to be
known (as assumed by all other frame-based image inpainting algorithms), our proposed image inpainting
algorithm does not require to manually tune parameters for reasonably good performance. To avoid poten-
tial unfair or misleading comparison with other available frame-based image inpainting algorithms for the
image inpainting problem with noise, we only provide numerical results for our algorithm in Table 3, which
clearly shows that our image inpainting algorithm using TP-CTFs performs superior for image inpainting
with noise. In Section 5, we shall provide all details on our proposed Algorithm 1 for image inpainting.
More experimental results on image inpainting with or without noise will be reported in Section 5. Com-
parison of our proposed image inpainting algorithm with the frame-based image inpainting algorithms in
[3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23], in terms of both PSNR values and visual effects, will be given in Section 5.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we shall prove and generalize Theorem 1 for
the grouping effect property of the balanced approach in (1.5). We shall also briefly review the related
elastic net in statistics and its grouping effect which inspires us to investigate the grouping effect of the
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TABLE 3. Performance in terms of PSNR values of our proposed image inpainting algorithm
under i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise with noise standard deviation σ = 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 for
five 256 × 256 test images in (a)-(e) of Figure 1. Top left table for inpainting mask Text 1
in (k) of Figure 1. Top right table for inpainting mask Text 2 in (l) of Figure 1. Bottom left
table for 50% randomly missing pixels. Bottom right table for 80% randomly missing pixels.
σ Barbara C.man Lena House Peppers Barbara C.man Lena House Peppers
5 34.95 31.52 33.12 36.18 31.44 30.78 28.31 29.88 33.25 28.45
10 32.32 29.97 31.32 33.85 29.73 29.20 27.39 28.77 31.74 27.52
20 29.16 27.73 28.85 31.33 27.57 27.10 26.01 27.08 29.57 25.96
30 27.23 26.25 27.14 29.64 26.10 25.68 24.89 25.87 28.11 24.76
50 24.92 24.31 25.03 27.31 24.13 23.89 23.16 24.21 26.18 23.04
5 33.60 29.52 32.06 35.73 29.34 27.68 24.82 27.62 31.26 25.18
10 31.03 28.41 30.40 33.16 28.27 26.54 24.35 26.75 29.91 24.61
20 27.76 26.58 28.01 30.43 26.44 24.50 23.57 25.29 27.74 23.56
30 25.74 25.33 26.42 28.59 25.08 23.22 22.80 24.07 26.08 22.65
50 23.63 23.55 24.33 26.28 23.12 21.51 21.39 22.29 23.89 21.06
balanced approach in this paper. In Section 3, we shall review several related frame-based image inpainting
algorithms including spline tight framelet image inpainting in [3], simultaneous cartoon and texture image
inpainting in [4, 5, 16], adaptive image inpainting using the DCT-Haar wavelet filters in [22], and image
inpainting using compactly supported nonseparable shearlets in [23]. In Section 4 we shall outline the
construction of directional tensor product complex tight framelets which have been initially introduced
in [19] and fully developed in [20]. In Section 5 we shall provide full details on our proposed iterative
thresholding image inpainting algorithm using directional complex tight framelets. Detailed experimental
results on the image inpainting problem with or without noise will be reported in Section 5.
2. GROUPING EFFECT OF THE BALANCED APPROACH
In this section we shall prove and generalize Theorem 1 for the grouping effect property of the balanced
approach in (1.5). Before presenting the proof and generalization to Theorem 1, we briefly recall the elastic
net in statistics and its grouping effect established in [29, 30].
Consider the linear inverse/regression model b = Ec + n, which is essentially the model (1.4) with
E = BD. The main task is to recover the unknown vector c ∈ Rn from the given observation b ∈ Rd and
the given observation matrix E ∈ Rd×n. Introduced in [30], the elastic net is a convex minimization scheme
to achieve this goal and is given by
min
c∈Rn
1
2‖Ec− b‖
2
2 + λ‖c‖1 + κ‖c‖22, (2.1)
where λ and κ are positive regularization parameters. Let c˘ = (c˘1, . . . , c˘n)T ∈ Rn be a minimizer to the
convex minimization scheme in (2.1). Then the grouping effect property for the elastic net in (2.1) has been
first proved in [30] and then further improved in [29, Theorem 3] as follows:
|c˘j − c˘k| 6 12κ‖(Ej − Ek)
T(Ec˘− b)‖2, ∀ j, k = 1, . . . , n. (2.2)
When the columns Ej and Ek of the matrix E are close to each other, the above inequality in (2.2) shows
that the coefficients c˘j and c˘k are also close to each other. This is called the grouping effect property of the
elastic net in [29, 30]. Since c˘ is a minimizer to (2.1), it is trivial to see that ‖Ec˘− b‖2 6 ‖b‖2. Therefore,
it follows directly from (2.2) that |c˘j − c˘k| 6 ‖b‖22κ ‖Ej − Ek‖2 for all j, k = 1, . . . , n.
We notice that the balanced approach (1.5) differs to the elastic net (2.1) in thatE = BD and the last term
κ‖c‖22 in the elastic net (2.1) is replaced by κ‖(I−DTD)c‖22 in the balanced approach (1.5). This motivates
us to study whether a similar grouping effect property can be established for the balanced approach (1.5).
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Inspired by the work on the grouping effect property of elastic net (2.1) in [29, 30], we obtain in Theorem 1
the grouping effect property of the balanced approach (1.5). We now prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. As in [29, 30], for c ∈ Rn, we define a function F by
F (c) := 12‖BDc− b‖
2
2 + λ‖c‖1 + κ‖(I −DTD)c‖22.
Let ej be the jth unit coordinate column vector of Rn. Let c˘ = (c˘1, . . . , c˘n)T ∈ Rn be a minimizer to the
convex minimization problem in (1.5). For any ε ∈ R, by the definition of the function F , we have
F (c˘ + εej)− F (c˘) =〈BDc˘− b,BDej〉ε+ 12〈BDej,BDej〉ε
2 + λ(|c˘j + ε| − |c˘j|)
+ 2κ〈(I −DTD)c˘, (I −DTD)ej〉ε+ κ〈(I −DTD)ej, (I −DTD)ej〉ε2.
Therefore, we have
Fε +
(1
2‖BDej‖
2
2 + κ‖(I −DTD)ej‖22
)
ε2 = F (c˘ + εej)− F (c˘) > 0, (2.3)
where in the last inequality we used the fact that c˘ is a minimizer to (1.5) and Fε is defined to be
Fε := 〈BDc˘− b,BDej〉ε+ λ(|c˘j + ε| − |c˘j|) + 2κ〈(I −DTD)c˘, (I −DTD)ej〉ε.
We first consider the case c˘j 6= 0. Then we can take ε small enough so that |ε| < |c˘j|. Consequently,
|c˘j + ε| − |c˘j| = sgn(c˘j)ε,
where the signum function of a real number c ∈ R is defined to be sgn(c) := −1 if c < 0, sgn(c) := 1 if
c > 0, and sgn(0) := 0. Hence, we can rewrite Fε as follows:
Fε =
(
〈BDc˘− b,BDej〉+ λ sgn(c˘j) + 2κ〈(I −DTD)c˘, (I −DTD)ej〉
)
ε.
Taking ε→ 0, we conclude from (2.3) that Fε = 0. Hence, under the assumption c˘j 6= 0, we must have
〈BDc˘− b,BDej〉+ λ sgn(c˘j) + 2κ〈(I −DTD)c˘, (I −DTD)ej〉 = 0. (2.4)
Since Dej = Dj is the jth column of D, we have
〈BDc˘− b,BDej〉 = 〈BT(BDc˘− b),Dj〉 = DTj BT(BDc˘− b) (2.5)
and
〈(I −DTD)c˘, (I −DTD)ej〉 = 〈(I −DTD)2c˘, ej〉 = c˘j −DTj (2I −DDT)Dc˘. (2.6)
Rearranging the terms in the identity (2.4), by (2.5) and (2.6), we conclude that
λ sgn(c˘j) + 2κc˘j = DTj
(
2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b)
)
.
Since c˘j = sgn(c˘j)|c˘j|, the above identity becomes
DTj
(
2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b)
)
= sgn(c˘j)(λ+ 2κ|c˘j|). (2.7)
We now consider the case c˘j = 0. Then |c˘j + ε| − |c˘j| = sgn(ε)ε and we have
Fε =
(
〈BDc˘− b,BDej〉+ λ sgn(ε) + 2κ〈(I −DTD)c˘, (I −DTD)ej〉
)
ε.
Taking ε→ 0, we conclude from (2.3) that Fε > 0. In other words, we must have
|〈BDc˘− b,BDej〉+ 2κ〈(I −DTD)c˘, (I −DTD)ej〉| 6 λ.
By (2.5) and (2.6), since c˘j = 0, the above inequality can be rewritten as∣∣∣∣DTj (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣ 6 λ. (2.8)
We complete the proof by considering four cases.
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Case 1: sgn(c˘j) sgn(c˘k) > 0. Then (2.7) leads to
2κ(c˘j − c˘k) = (DTj −DTk )
(
2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b)
)
.
Now it is trivial to see that (1.8) holds.
Case 2: sgn(c˘j) sgn(c˘k) < 0. Then we have
sgn(c˘j − c˘k) = sgn(c˘j). (2.9)
It follows from (2.7) and sgn(c˘k) = − sgn(c˘j) that
(DTj −DTk )
(
2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b)
)
= 2κ(c˘j − c˘k) + λsgn(c˘j)− λsgn(c˘k)
= 2κ(c˘j − c˘k) + 2λ sgn(c˘j).
We deduce from (2.9) and the above identity that
|c˘j − c˘k| 6 2κ|c˘j − c˘k|+ 2λ2κ =
1
2κ
∣∣∣∣(DTj −DTk )(2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣ .
This proves (1.8).
Case 3: sgn(c˘j) 6= 0 and c˘k = 0. Then c˘k = 0 and (2.8) together imply∣∣∣∣DTk (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣ 6 λ.
Since sgn(c˘j) 6= 0, (2.7) holds and consequently,∣∣∣∣DTj (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣ = λ+ 2κ|c˘j|.
Therefore, we deduce from the above inequality and the above identity that
2κ|c˘j − c˘k| = 2κ|c˘j| =
∣∣∣∣DTj (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣− λ
6
∣∣∣∣DTj (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣DTk (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣(DTj −DTk )(2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣.
This proves (1.8). The case sgn(c˘k) 6= 0 and c˘j = 0 can be proved exactly the same way by switching the
role of j and k.
Case 4: c˘j = c˘k = 0. For this case, (1.8) trivially holds.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We now explain that Theorem 1 recovers [29, Theorem 3] for the grouping effect property of the elastic
net in (2.1). Take D = √2I and B =
√
2
2 E in Theorem 1. Then (1.5) becomes (2.1) and (1.8) of Theorem 1
becomes
|c˘j − c˘k| 6
√
2
2κ ‖(BTj − BTk )(
√
2Bc˘− b)‖2 = 12κ‖(Ej − Ek)T(Ec˘− b)‖2
which is exactly (2.2) for the grouping effect property of the elastic net (2.1).
The right-hand side of (1.8) in Theorem 1 can be further estimated without involving the minimizer
c˘. Since c˘ is a minimizer to (1.5), we must have ‖BDc˘ − b‖2 6 ‖b‖2 and ‖c˘‖2 6 ‖c˘‖1 6 12λ‖b‖22.
Consequently, for the expressions on the right-hand side of (1.8) in Theorem 1, we have
‖ 12κ(Dj −Dk)TBT(BDc˘− b)‖2 6 12κ‖(Dj −Dk)TBT‖2‖BDc˘− b‖2 6 12κ‖b‖2‖(Dj −Dk)TBT‖2
and
‖(Dj−Dk)T(2I−DDT)Dc˘‖2 6 ‖(Dj−Dk)T(2I−DDT)D‖2‖c˘‖2 6 12λ‖b‖22‖(Dj−Dk)T(2I−DDT)D‖2.
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As we shall see in Section 3, many image inpainting algorithms in the literature employ a more general
model than (1.5) by replacing the term λ‖c‖1 in (1.5) with ‖ diag(λ1, . . . , λn)c‖1. The following result
generalizes Theorem 1 for such a generalized model.
Theorem 2. LetD be a d×n real-valued matrix (not necessarily satisfies the tight frame conditionDDT =
I) and let c˘ = (c˘1, . . . , c˘n)T ∈ Rn be a minimizer to the following convex minimization problem:
min
c∈Rn
1
2‖BDc− b‖
2
2 + ‖ diag(λ1, . . . , λn)c‖1 + κ‖(I −DTD)c‖22 (2.10)
with positive real numbers λ1, . . . , λn and κ. Then
|c˘j − c˘k| 6 12κ |λj − λk|+
∥∥∥∥(Dj −Dk)T((2I −DDT)Dc˘− 12κBT(BDc˘− b)
)∥∥∥∥
2
(2.11)
holds for all j, k = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we define
F (c) := 12‖BDc− b‖
2
2 + ‖ diag(λ1, . . . , λn)c‖1 + κ‖(I −DTD)c‖22.
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, we see that (2.7) and (2.8) hold with λ being replaced
by λj for both cases of c˘j 6= 0 and c˘j = 0, respectively.
We complete the proof by considering four cases as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Case 1: sgn(c˘j) sgn(c˘k) > 0. Then (2.7) with λ = λj leads to
2κ(c˘j − c˘k) = − sgn(c˘j)(λj − λk) + (DTj −DTk )
(
2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b)
)
.
Now it is trivial to see that (2.11) holds.
Case 2: sgn(c˘j) sgn(c˘k) < 0. Then sgn(c˘k) = − sgn(c˘j) and it follows from (2.7) with λ = λj that
(DTj −DTk )
(
2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b)
)
= 2κ(c˘j − c˘k) + sgn(c˘j)(λj + λk).
We deduce from (2.9) and the above identity that
|c˘j − c˘k| 6 2κ|c˘j − c˘k|+ λj + λk2κ =
1
2κ
∣∣∣∣(DTj −DTk )(2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣ .
This proves (2.11).
Case 3: sgn(c˘j) 6= 0 and c˘k = 0. Then c˘k = 0 and (2.8) together imply∣∣∣∣DTk (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣ 6 λk.
Since sgn(c˘j) 6= 0, (2.7) with λ = λj holds and consequently,∣∣∣∣DTj (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣ = λj + 2κ|c˘j|.
Therefore, we deduce from the above inequality and the above identity that
2κ|c˘j − c˘k| = 2κ|c˘j| =
∣∣∣∣DTj (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣− λk + λk − λj
6 (λk − λj) +
∣∣∣∣DTj (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣DTk (2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣
6 |λj − λk|+
∣∣∣∣(DTj −DTk )(2κ(2I −DDT)Dc˘− BT(BDc˘− b))∣∣∣∣.
This proves (2.11). The case sgn(c˘k) 6= 0 and c˘j = 0 can be proved by switching the role of j and k.
Case 4: c˘j = c˘k = 0. For this case, (2.11) trivially holds. 
When two frame elements Dj and Dk are at the same resolution/scale level, one often uses the same
weight as λj = λk. Consequently, the presence of the term |λj − λk| in (2.11) is often not an issue.
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3. BRIEF REVIEW OF SEVERAL RELATED FRAME-BASED IMAGE INPAINTING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we review some related image inpainting algorithms in the literature, in particular, the
frame-based iterative image inpainting algorithms proposed in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23].
The (digital) image inpainting problem has been largely initiated in [13]. Since then, many techniques and
methods have been proposed in the literature to investigate the image inpainting problem, to mention only a
few, for example, see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 16, 22, 23] and many references therein. According to the survey
article [1], methods for image inpainting can be generally classified into three different groups: patch-based
methods, PDEs/variational methods, and sparse representation based methods. Most patch-based methods
first take a reference patch which is a small subimage containing both missing pixels and known pixels
of a given observed image. Then one or several similar patches to the reference patch are chosen from a
neighboring region of the reference patch. Finally, the missing pixels inside the reference patch are filled
with the information and pixels from these similar patches. After the missing pixels of a reference patch
are filled/recovered, the patch-based methods move on to a new reference patch (but never come back to
previously visited reference patches again) and repeat this inpainting procedure. PDEs/variational methods
employ either a variational principle through a minimization scheme or a partial differential equation (PDE)
to fill the missing pixels inside an inpainting mask. Sparse representation based methods are built on the
assumption that natural images are often sparse under certain bases, frames, or dictionaries. Interested
readers can check the survey article [1] and the books [10, 14] for a detailed list of references on many
different methods for the image inpainting problem.
The frame-based iterative image inpainting algorithms are more recent and belong to the sparse repre-
sentation based methods. In this section we mainly review several related frame-based iterative inpainting
algorithms which have been proposed in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23]. All these frame-based iterative algorithms
employ either a single frame or two tight frames with one for the cartoon component and the other for
the texture component. The soft-thresholding and hard-thresholding functions, which have been frequently
used in many applications including most iterative frame-based image inpainting algorithms, are given by
ηsoftλ (c) =
c− λ
c
|c| , |c| > λ,
0, otherwise
and ηhardλ (c) =
c, |c| > λ,0, otherwise,
where c ∈ C and λ > 0 is the thresholding value. In this section, ηλ will denote either the soft-thresholding
function or the hard-thresholding function as well as their variants.
We first discuss inpainting algorithms employing a single tight frame D. Let D ∈ Rd×n be a given tight
frame and {1, . . . , d}\Ω be a given inpainting mask (that is, data is only observable on the region Ω). Recall
that the d × d projection matrix PΩ is defined in (1.2). To recover an unknown clean image x from the
observed noisy image y for the image inpainting problem in (1.9), all the frame-based iterative inpainting
algorithms in [3, 8, 22, 23] and our proposed inpainting algorithm in this paper use a single tight frame D
and take the following form: Let x0 = 0 be the initial guess and
x` = PΩy + (I − PΩ)(DηΛ`(DTx`−1)), ` ∈ N, (3.1)
where Λ` := (λ`,1, . . . , λ`,n)T are vectors of nonnegative thresholding values and the thresholding operator
ηΛ` is defined to be
ηΛ`((c1, . . . , cn)T) = (ηλ`,1(c1), . . . , ηλ`,n(cn))T (3.2)
such that the sequence of thresholding values {λ`,j}∞`=1 decreases (often to 0 or the noise level) as `→∞ for
every j = 1, . . . , n. The thresholding vectors Λ` are often chosen to be the form r`Λ for some 0 < r < 1 and
an initial thresholding vector Λ := (λ1, . . . , λn)T. The iterative algorithm stops when the error ‖x`−x`−1‖2
is less than a given tolerance and the output x` is regarded as a restored/recovered inpainted image of the
unknown clean image x in (1.9).
We now recall tight framelet filter banks which have been used in several frame-based image inpainting
algorithms. A one-dimensional filter a = {a(k)}k∈Z : Z → C is simply a sequence on Z and we define
â(ξ) := ∑k∈Z a(k)e−ikξ, ξ ∈ R which is a 2pi-periodic function. For filters a, b1, . . . , bs : Z → C, we say
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that {a; b1, . . . , bs} is a tight framelet filter bank if
|â(ξ)|2 + |b̂1(ξ)|2 + · · ·+ |b̂s(ξ)|2 = 1 and â(ξ)â(ξ + pi) + b̂1(ξ)b̂1(ξ + pi) + · · ·+ b̂s(ξ)b̂s(ξ + pi) = 0.
For two-dimensional (2D) problems, one simply uses the tensor product 2D tight framelet filter bank:
{a; b1, . . . , bs} ⊗ {a; b1, . . . , bs} := {a⊗ a; b` ⊗ bm, `,m = 1, . . . , s},
where the tensor product filter u ⊗ v is defined to be [u ⊗ v](j, k) := u(j)v(k) for j, k ∈ Z for two
one-dimensional filters u, v : Z → C. See [11, 12, 17, 19, 24, 26] and many references therein for some
background on tight framelets, wavelet filter banks, and wavelet analysis.
The inpainting algorithm in [3, 8] uses the soft-thresholding function and the underlying tight frame D is
generated from the tensor product of the spline tight framelet filter bank {a; b1, . . . , b4} (see [24]):
a = 116{1, 4, 6, 4, 1}[−2,2], b1 = 18{1, 2, 0,−2,−1}[−2,2], b2 =
√
6
16 {−1, 0, 2, 0,−1}[−2,2],
b3 = 18{−1, 2, 0,−2, 1}[−2,2], b4 = 116{1,−4, 6,−4, 1}[−2,2].
Since the tensor product tight framelet filter bank {a; b1, . . . , b4} ⊗ {a; b1, . . . , b4} has 25 filters and is
implemented in an undecimated fashion with one decomposition level, the redundancy rate of the tight
frame D used in [3, 8] is 25, that is, D ∈ Rd×n with n = 25d.
The inpainting algorithm in [22] uses a local soft-thresholding function (see [22, Formula (19)] and
Section 4 for more detail) and the underlying tight frame D is generated from the undecimated discrete
cosine transform. More precisely, the matrix representation of the discrete cosine transform with a block
size m×m is an orthonormal m×m matrix given by
B := 1√
m
[
j cos
(j − 1)(2k − 1)pi
2m : k, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m
]
, (3.3)
where 1 = 1 and j =
√
2 for j = 2, . . . ,m. For j = 1, . . . ,m, letBj be the jth column of the matrix 1√mB,
that is, Bj := { 1mj cos (j−1)(2k−1)pi2m }16k6m which is regarded as a sequence on Z with support [1, . . . ,m].
Then {B1, . . . , Bm} forms an undecimated tight framelet filter bank, that is, ∑mj=1 |B̂j(ξ)|2 = 1. The two-
dimensional tensor product tight framelet filter bank {B1, . . . , Bm} ⊗ {B1, . . . , Bm} is used to generate
the tight frame D in [22]. Since the block size m = 7 in [22], there are 49 filters in {B1, . . . , Bm} ⊗
{B1, . . . , Bm}. Hence, the tight frame in [22] has redundancy rate 49, since all the tensor product filters are
implemented in an undecimated fashion. We point out that [22] uses an accelerated version of the iterative
algorithm in (3.1).
The inpainting algorithm in [23] uses the hard-thresholding function instead and its underlying frame D
is generated from compactly supported nonseparable shearlets having one two-dimensional low-pass filter
and 16, 16, 8, 8 two-dimensional high-pass filters at 4 different resolutions. Since there are total 49 filters
which have been implemented in an undecimated fashion, the frame used in [23] has the redundancy rate
49. But the frame used in [23] is not a tight frame and a (non-compactly supported) dual frame D˜ is used in
[23] to achieve perfect reconstruction.
The general iterative algorithm in (3.1) is closely linked to the balanced approach in (1.5). If all the
thresholding vectors Λ` = Λ = (λ1, . . . , λn)T are constants for all ` ∈ N and if ηΛ uses the soft-thresholding
function, then it has been proved in [3] that the sequence {c` := ηsoftΛ (DTx`)}`∈N converges to the mini-
mizer c˘ of the following convex minimization problem using the balanced approach as follows:
min
c∈Rn
1
2‖PΩDc− PΩy‖
2
2 + ‖ diag(Λ)c‖1 + κ‖(I −DTD)c‖22 with κ = 1/2. (3.4)
The restored image is given by Dc˘.
We now discuss simultaneous cartoon and texture inpainting algorithms in [4, 5, 16]. Natural images x
often have two layers of structures: the cartoon part xc for geometry structures and the texture part xt for
oscillating patterns. One adopts two tight frames which can represent sparsely the cartoon and texture parts
of the image respectively. Let Dc be a tight frame for sparsely representing the cartoon part of an image,
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and let Dt be a tight frame for sparely approximating the texture part of an image. A cartoon and texture
inpainting algorithm called (Morphological Component Analysis) MCA-based algorithm is introduced in
[16]. The MCA-based iterative algorithm is given as follows: Let xt,0 = 0 and xc,0 = 0. For ` ∈ N,
xt,` = DηΛt,`
(
DTt (PΩy + (I − PΩ)xt,`−1 − PΩxc,`−1)
)
,
xc,` = DηΛc,`
(
DTc (PΩy + (I − PΩ)xc,`−1 − PΩxt,`−1)
)
,
xc,` = xc,` − µ∇ ·
( ∇xc,`
|∇xc,`|
)
,
update the vectors Λt,` and Λc,` of thresholding values, (3.5)
where µ is a constant and∇ is the gradient operator. The output xt,`+xc,` is regarded as the restored/recov-
ered inpainted image. If ηΛt,` and ηΛc,` use the soft-thresholding function, as argued by a heuristic argument
in [16], the above MCA-based algorithm in [16] is roughly a block-coordinate-relaxation method to solve
the following model approximately:
min
xt,xc∈Rd
1
2‖PΩ(xt + xc − y)‖
2
2 + λ1‖DTt xt‖1 + λ2‖DTc xc‖1 + λ3‖xc‖TV , (3.6)
where ‖ · ‖TV is the total variation and the three nonnegative regularization parameters λ1, λ2, λ3 (often
with λ1 = λ2) depend on the choices of Λt,`,Λc,`, µ in the MCA-based algorithm. To compare the MCA-
based algorithm in [16] with our proposed algorithm, we choose the tight frame Dc built from the curvelet
transform with five decomposition levels and the tight frame Dt built from the 50% overlapping discrete
cosine transform with a block size 32 × 32. The tight frame Dt has redundancy rate 2.89 and Dt has
redundancy rate 2. Thus, the total redundancy rate of the frames is 4.89.
For λ3 = 0 in (3.6), [5] proposes the split Bregman method to solve the model (3.6) with given regular-
ization parameters λ1 and λ2. Instead of updating the residuals in the image domain, the following iterative
algorithm, proposed in [4], updates the residuals in the frame transform domain as follows: For ` ∈ N,
ct,` = ηΛt,`
(
(1− κtγ)ct,`−1 + γDTt (κtDtct,`−1 + PΩ(y −Dtct,`−1 −Dccc,`−1))
)
,
cc,` = ηΛc,`
(
(1− κcγ)cc,`−1 + γDTc (κcDtct,`−1 + PΩ(y −Dtct,`−1 −Dccc,`−1))
)
,
If necessary, update the vectors Λt,` and Λc,` of thresholding values, (3.7)
where κt, κc and γ are positive constants. The parameter γ is usually less than 1max{1,κt,κc} . The outputDtct,` + Dccc,` is regarded as the restored/recovered image. Fixing the thresholding values, the iterative
algorithm (3.5) without the total variation term (that is, λ3 = 0) and the iterative algorithm (3.7) look very
similar to each other. It has been proved in [4] that the sequences {ct,`}`∈N and {cc,`}`∈N, generated by the
iterative algorithm (3.7) with fixed thresholding vectors Λt,` = Λt and Λc,` = Λc for all ` ∈ N, converge to
the solution of the following balanced approach using two tight frames:
min
ct,cc∈Rn
1
2
∥∥∥∥PΩ(Dtct +Dccc − y)∥∥∥∥2
2
+ ‖ diag(Λt)ct‖1 + ‖ diag(Λc)cc‖1
+ κt2 ‖(I −D
T
t Dt)ct‖22 +
κc
2 ‖(I −D
T
c Dc)cc‖22.
(3.8)
For the numerical experiments in [4, 5], the tight frame Dc is built from the tensor product of the following
spline tight framelet filter bank {a; b1, b2} (see [24]):
a = 14{1, 2, 1}[−1,1], b1 =
√
2
4 {−1, 0, 1}[−1,1], b2 = 14{−1, 2,−1}[−1,1].
Since there are total 9 filters in {a; b1, b2}⊗{a; b1, b2} and all the filters are implemented in an undecimated
fashion in [4, 5] with one decomposition level, the redundancy rate of Dc is 9. The tight frame Dt is built
from the 50% overlapping discrete cosine transform with a block size 16 × 16. The tight frame Dt has the
redundancy rate 2 and hence, the total redundancy rate is 11.
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4. DIRECTIONAL TENSOR PRODUCT COMPLEX TIGHT FRAMELETS
Since we shall use directional tensor product complex tight framelets (TP-CTFs) in our image inpainting
algorithm, in this section we briefly review TP-CTFs which have been initially introduced in [19] and
further developed in [20] for the image denoising problem.
For a = {a(k)}k∈Z ∈ l1(Z), recall that â(ξ) := ∑k∈Z a(k)e−ikξ as its Fourier series which is a
2pi-periodic function and a(k) = 12pi
∫ pi
−pi â(ξ)eikξdξ for all k ∈ Z. Let us first discuss how to mod-
ify a characteristic function of an interval into a smooth bump function ([11, 17]). Let Pm(x) := (1 −
x)m∑m−1j=0 (m+j−1j )xj . Then Pm satisfies the identity Pm(x) + Pm(1− x) = 1 (see [11]). For cL < cR and
two positive numbers εL, εR satisfying εL + εR 6 cR− cL, we define a bump function χ[cL,cR];εL,εR on R by
χ[cL,cR];εL,εR(ξ) :=

0, ξ 6 cL − εL or ξ > cR + εR,
sin
(
pi
2Pm(
cL+εL−ξ
2εL )
)
, cL − εL < ξ < cL + εL,
1, cL + εL 6 ξ 6 cR − εR,
sin
(
pi
2Pm(
ξ−cR+εR
2εR )
)
, cR − εR < ξ < cR + εR.
(4.1)
Let s ∈ N be a positive integer. Let c1, ε1 be positive real numbers satisfying
0 < ε1 6 min(c1, pi2 − c1, c1+(s−1)pi2s ).
A low-pass filter a and high-pass filters b1,p, . . . , bs,p, b1,n, . . . , bs,n have been constructed in [19, 20] by
defining their Fourier series on the basic interval [−pi, pi) as follows:
â := χ[−c1,c1];ε1,ε1 , b̂`,p := χ[c`,c`+1];ε1,ε1 , b̂`,n := ̂b`,p(−·), ` = 1, . . . , s, (4.2)
where c` := c1 + pi−c1s (`− 1) for ` = 1, . . . , s. Then it is straightforward to directly check that CTF2s+1 :=
{a; b1,p, . . . , bs,p, b1,n, . . . , bs,n} forms a tight framelet filter bank, that is, the following identities hold:
|â(ξ)|2 +
s∑
`=1
|b̂`,p(ξ)|2 +
s∑
m=1
|b̂m,n(ξ)|2 = 1, a.e. ξ ∈ [−pi, pi], (4.3)
â(ξ)â(ξ + pi) +
s∑
`=1
b̂`,p(ξ)b̂`,p(ξ + pi) +
s∑
m=1
b̂m,n(ξ)b̂m,n(ξ + pi) = 0, a.e. ξ ∈ [−pi, pi]. (4.4)
The tensor product complex tight framelet filter bank TP-CTF2s+1 for dimension two is simply
TP-CTF2s+1 := CTF2s+1⊗CTF2s+1
= {a; b1,p, . . . , bs,p, b1,n, . . . , bs,n} ⊗ {a; b1,p, . . . , bs,p, b1,n, . . . , bs,n}.
To further improve the directionality of TP-CTF2s+1, another closely related family of tensor product
complex tight framelet filter banks TP-CTF2s+2 has been introduced in [20]. Let 0 < ε0 < c1 − ε1. Define
filters a, b1,p, . . . , bs,p, b1,n, . . . , bs,n as in (4.2) and define two auxiliary low-pass filters ap, an by
âp := χ[0,c1];ε0,ε1 , ân := âp(−·). (4.5)
We can directly check that {ap, an; b1,p, . . . , bs,p, b1,n, . . . , bs,n} is still a tight framelet filter bank. Now the
tensor product complex tight framelet filter bank TP-CTF2s+2 for dimension two is defined to be
TP-CTF2s+2 := {a⊗ a; TP-CTF -HP2s+2},
where TP-CTF -HP2s+2 consists of total 4s(s+ 2) high-pass filters given by
ap ⊗ b`,p, ap ⊗ b`,n, an ⊗ b`,p, an ⊗ b`,n, b`,p ⊗ bm,p, b`,p ⊗ bm,n, b`,n ⊗ bm,p, b`,n ⊗ bm,n, `,m = 1, . . . , s.
See [19, 20] for more details and explanation on directional tensor product complex tight framelets.
For our image inpainting algorithm, we shall use the particular tensor product complex tight framelet
filter bank TP-CTF6 with c1 = 119128 , ε0 =
35
128 and ε1 =
81
128 . This tensor product complex tight framelet
filter bank TP-CTF6 has been used in [20] for image denoising with impressive performance. To illustrate
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the directionality of this TP-CTF6, the elements in TP-CTF6 for dimension two are given in Figure 2 (also
see [20, Figure 8]).
FIGURE 2. The first two rows show the real part and the last two rows show the imaginary
part of the elements in TP-CTF6. Among these 16 graphs, the directions along ±45◦ are
repeated once. Hence, there are total 14 directions in TP-CTF6 for dimension two.
For x = (x1, . . . , xd)T ∈ Rd (The integer d is often a power of 2), we can uniquely extend x into a
d-periodic sequence {xk}k∈Z on Z such that xd+k = xk for all k ∈ Z. Note that there are 32 real-valued
two-dimensional high-pass filters in TP-CTF6 by separating the real and imaginary parts of each filter.
Therefore, the multilevel discrete framelet transform (see [19]) employing the tensor product complex tight
framelet filter bank TP-CTF6 induces a real-valued tight frame D ∈ Rd×n with n 6 32d∑∞j=1 14j = 323 d.
Consequently, regardless of the decomposition level, the redundancy rate of the tight frame built from two-
dimensional TP-CTF6 is no more than 323 ≈ 10.67.
To take the advantage of the cross-scale relations in the wavelet tree of frame coefficients, instead of
using the soft thresholding or hard thresholding, we shall employ the bivariate shrinkage ηbsλ function which
has been introduced in [25] as follows:
ηbsλ (c) = η
soft
λc
(c) =
c− λc
c
|c| , |c| > λc,
0, otherwise,
with λc :=
√
3σ2n
σc
√
1 + |cp/c|2
, (4.6)
where σn := λ‖b‖2 with b being the high-pass filter inducing the frame coefficient c, the frame coefficient
cp is the parent coefficient of c in the immediate higher scale, and
σc :=

√
σ˘2c − σ2n, σ˘c > σn,
0, otherwise
with σ˘2c :=
1
#Nc
∑
j∈Nc
|cj|2,
where #Nc is the cardinality of the set Nc which is the [−3, 3]2 window centering around the frame coeffi-
cient c at the band induced by the filter b. We point out that a similar local soft-thresholding strategy as in
(4.6) is used in [22, Formula (19)] with λc =
√
2σ2n
σc
, where σn = σ/7 and
σc = max
{√√√√( 1
#Nc
∑
j∈Nc
√
2|cj|
)2
− σ2n, 10−3
}
,
where Nc is the [−4, 4]2 window centering around the frame coefficient c at the same band.
From Figure 2, we see that both the real part and imaginary part of TP-CTF6 have six edge-like direc-
tional elements and ten texture-like (or DCT-like) directional elements. As shown in [20], the algorithm
using TP-CTF6 and bivariate shrinkage in (4.6) performs superior for image denoising. Inspired by the
results in [20] for image denoising, we shall apply the tensor product complex tight framelet filter bank
TP-CTF6 in our image inpainting algorithm and hope that both the cartoon and texture parts of an image
can be simultaneously handled well by TP-CTF6. See Section 5 for the performance of TP-CTF6 for the
image inpainting problem.
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5. PROPOSED IMAGE INPAINTING ALGORITHM USING TP-CTF6 AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Using directional tensor product complex tight framelets, in this section we shall provide details for our
proposed image inpainting algorithm which has been outlined in Section 1. Then we shall present some
numerical experiments on our proposed inpainting algorithm and its performance compared with six well-
known frame-based image inpainting algorithms in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23].
5.1. The Proposed Image Inpainting Algorithm Using TP-CTF6. We now provide full details in Al-
gorithm 1 for our proposed image inpainting algorithm. Recall that the image inpainting problem is
given in (1.9), where Ω is the given observable region (i.e., {1, . . . , d}\Ω is the given inpainting mask),
y = (y1, . . . , yd)T is the observed partial image on the observable region Ω, nj denotes the i.i.d. zero-mean
Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ, and x is the unknown clean image to be restored/recovered. Let
D be the tight frame built from the tensor product complex tight framelet filter bank TP-CTF6 as discussed
in Section 4. Our proposed iterative image inpainting algorithm using TP-CTF6 is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 (Frame-based Image Inpainting Algorithm Using TP-CTF6)
Require: The tight frame D ∈ Rd×n built from TP-CTF6, an inpainting mask {1, . . . , d}\Ω (i.e., Ω is
a given observable region), standard deviation σ of i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise, and an observed
partial image y ∈ Rd on the observable region Ω.
1: Initialization: x−1 = x0 = 0, i = ` = 1, r = 1− #Ωn , where #Ω denotes the cardinality of Ω.
2: Generate thresholding values Λ1,Λ2 by (5.2) and iteration parameters N1, N2, tol1, tol2 by Table 4.
3: Initialize thresholding value: λ = Λ1(1).
4: while (i 6 N1 +N2) do
5: y` = PΩ(y) + (I − PΩ)(x`).
6: c`+1 = ηbsλ (DTy`).
7: x`+1 = Dc`+1.
8: error = ‖(I − PΩ)(x`+1 − x`)‖2/‖PΩy‖2.
9: if (error < tol1) and (i < N1) then
10: i = i+ 1.
11: λ = Λ1(i).
12: else if (error < tol2) and (N1 6 i < N1 +N2) then
13: i = i+ 1.
14: λ = Λ2(i−N1).
15: else if (error < tol2) and (i = N1 +N2) then
16: Break.
17: end if
18: ` = `+ 1.
19: end while
20: return x`+1 as the restored image.
The output x`+1 from Algorithm 1 is the restored/inpainted image. The projection operator PΩ is defined
in (1.2) and the thresholding ηbsλ is defined in (4.6). Note that r is the percentage of missing pixels, that is,
the ratio between the number of missing pixels in the inpainting mask and the number of all pixels in an
image. We now discuss how to generate the thresholding values Λ1 and Λ2. Algorithm 1 uses decreasing
thresholding values Λ1 ∪ Λ2 from [λmin, λmid] ∪ [λmid, λmax], where we set
λmin := max{1, σ(1− r22 )}, λmax := 512, λmid := min{max{2λmin + 10, 20}, λmax}. (5.1)
The sequence Λ1 of decreasing thresholding values on [λmid, λmax] and the sequence Λ2 of decreasing
thresholding values on [λmin, λmid] are given by
Λ1(i) = r
i−N1
N1−1
1 λmid, i = 1, . . . , N1 and Λ2(i) = r
i−N2
N2
2 λmin, i = 1, . . . , N2, (5.2)
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where r1 := λmidλmax and r2 :=
λmin
λmid
. Note that 0 < r1, r2 < 1 and
Λ1(1) = λmax, Λ1(N1) = λmid, Λ2(1) = r
1
N2
2 λmid, Λ2(N2) = λmin.
TABLE 4. Choices of iteration parameters N1, N2, tol1, tol2 for Algorithm 1.
r N1 tol1 N2 tol2
0 < r < 0.5 5 5× 10−3 8 10−4
0.5 6 r < 1 8 5× 10−3 5 10−3
We now provide some explanation for the choices of the parameters in Algorithm 1. Note that 1−r = #Ω
n
is the percentage of the observable region Ω over the total size of an image. Since the noise standard
deviation is σ, the total squared noise energy on the region Ω is σ2(1 − r)n. Therefore, after the tight
frame transform, the noise standard deviation of each frame coefficient (after normalization of the filters)
is approximately σ
√
1− r. On the other hand, the boundary of the inpainting mask often creates artificial
jumps between the observable region and missing region. Hence, the boundary of the inpainting mask also
contributes as another source of noise. As a consequence, we should set the positive minimal thresholding
value λmin greater than σ
√
1− r. For simplicity, we take λmin as in (5.1) and one can directly check that
λmin > σ
√
1− r. The maximal thresholding value λmax can be any large enough number. Since greyscale
images use the greyscale level [0, 255], it is natural for us to simply set λmax = 512, although other large
numbers can be used for λmax. The intermediate thresholding value λmid is chosen to be twice as λmin while
avoiding to be too small or too large.
When Algorithm 1 iterates with decreasing thresholding values λ from the first sequence Λ1 ⊆ [λmid, λmax],
the iterative scheme tends to recover the main geometry structures and edges (i.e., the cartoon part) of the
corrupted image. When Algorithm 1 iterates with decreasing thresholding values λ from the second se-
quence Λ2 ⊆ [λmin, λmid], the iterative scheme focuses on restoring the fine detail structures (roughly
speaking, textures) of the corrupted image. See Figure 3 for an illustration. A similar strategy of using
deceasing sequences of thresholding values can be found in all frame-based iterative image restoration al-
gorithms in [3, 4, 5, 8, 16, 22, 23]. Note that r is the percentage of the missing part (i.e., inpainting mask)
over the total image size. Thus, if r is large (i.e., a large portion of pixels is missing with large ‘holes’),
then we can only expect to recover the geometry/background structures and hence, a large iteration step N1
and a small iteration step N2 are reasonable. If r is small (a small portion of pixels is missing with small
‘holes’), then we should emphasize on restoring fine structures by using a small iteration stepN1 and a large
iteration step N2 with a high precision tol2.
(a) Clean image (b) Corrupted image (c) Restored (first
stage)
(d) Restored (second
stage)
FIGURE 3. (a) is the 512×512 clean image Boat. (b) is the corrupted image by the inpainting
mask Text 3 in Figure 1 without noise. (c) and (d) are restored images by our proposed
Algorithm 1 with two decreasing sequences Λ1 and Λ2 of thresholding values given in (5.2).
5.2. Numerical Experiments on Image Inpainting without Noise. We now provide numerical experi-
ments to test performance of our proposed Algorithm 1 using tensor product complex tight framelet filter
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bank TP-CTF6 and compare its performance with six well-known frame-based image inpainting algo-
rithms in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23]. Recall that [3] uses undecimated real-valued spline tight framelets, [22]
uses undecimated DCT-Haar wavelet filters, and [23] uses undecimated compactly supported nonseparable
shearlets. On the other hand, [4, 5, 16] adopt simultaneous cartoon and texture inpainting by using two tight
frames Dc and Dt. [16] uses Dc built from curvelets for cartoon and Dt built from the 50% overlapping
DCT for texture, while [4, 5] uses Dt built from undecimated real-valued spline tight framelets for cartoon
and Dt built from the 50% overlapping DCT for texture. See Section 3 for more details on these frame-
based iterative inpainting algorithms in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23]. The implementations of all the algorithms in
[3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23] are provided by their own authors or downloaded from their homepages. We run all
the related image inpainting algorithms with their default parameter values in their available codes. The
greyscale test images and inpainting masks are given in Figure 1. Let x ∈ Rd denote the true clean image
and x˘ ∈ Rd denote a restored/inpainted image. The quality of the restored/inpainted image is measured
as usual by the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) defined by: PSNR = 10 log10( 255
2d
‖x−x˘‖22 ). The larger the
PSNR value is, the better performance the inpainting algorithm is.
We now report the performance and comparison of our proposed Algorithm 1 for the image inpainting
problem without noise (that is, σ = 0). Since the performance and comparison of Algorithm 1 for five
256 × 256 greyscale test images in Figure 1 have been reported in Tables 1–3, we only report in Tables 5
and 6 the performance and comparison for five 512× 512 greyscale test images with 512× 512 inpainting
masks Text 3 and Text 4 in Figure 1, as well as with randomly missing pixels.
TABLE 5. Performance in terms of PSNR values of several image inpainting algorithms
without noise for five 512×512 test images in (f)-(j) of Figure 1. Top left table for inpainting
mask Text 3 in (m) of Figure 1. Top right table for inpainting mask Text 4 in (n) of Figure 1.
Bottom left table for 50% randomly missing pixels. Bottom right table for 80% randomly
missing pixels. Gain refers to the PSNR gain of our proposed Algorithm 1 in row 7 over the
highest PSNR values (underlined) among all the PSNR values in the first 6 rows obtained by
the 6 inpainting algorithms in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23].
Hill Man Boat Barbara Mandrill Hill Man Boat Barbara Mandrill
[3] 35.08 34.50 33.10 31.89 29.26 31.63 30.70 29.29 29.04 26.84
[4] 34.94 33.99 33.05 34.52 28.85 31.71 30.36 29.35 30.88 26.47
[5] 34.00 33.34 32.93 34.11 28.82 31.01 29.55 28.84 30.56 26.30
[16] 34.98 33.68 33.77 34.24 28.91 31.76 30.28 29.85 31.17 26.30
[22] 35.73 34.82 34.62 35.03 29.89 32.85 31.34 30.35 31.51 27.14
[23] 35.69 35.11 34.66 35.17 29.66 32.13 31.52 30.65 32.45 27.02
Alg. 1 36.03 35.52 34.94 36.59 30.23 32.54 31.92 30.76 32.65 27.60
Gain 0.30 0.41 0.28 1.42 0.34 -0.31 0.40 0.11 0.20 0.46
[3] 28.90 28.18 27.02 24.32 25.34 28.93 28.06 27.03 24.32 21.78
[4] 33.16 32.14 32.12 32.71 24.79 28.68 27.66 26.70 26.60 21.52
[5] 28.19 27.15 26.40 26.51 24.73 28.16 27.01 26.42 26.40 21.46
[16] 32.79 32.09 31.64 31.72 25.02 28.18 27.44 26.82 25.30 21.53
[22] 34.43 33.45 34.08 33.85 26.09 28.99 27.69 27.87 26.39 21.05
[23] 33.11 32.81 33.07 34.13 25.33 29.07 28.42 28.01 28.08 21.80
Alg. 1 34.53 34.25 34.42 35.69 26.52 29.59 29.15 28.56 28.11 22.28
Gain 0.10 0.80 0.34 1.56 0.43 0.52 0.73 0.55 0.03 0.48
It is observed that the PSNR values in Tables 5 and 6 obtained by our proposed Algorithm 1 are generally
higher than those obtained by other algorithms. The visual comparison of the inpainted images is shown in
Figures 5–7. For visual comparison, we choose two typical zoomed-in portions of the original test images.
One is a typical texture-rich image shown in Figure 6. The other is a typical cartoon image shown in
Figure 7. We see that our proposed Algorithm 1 can recover both the texture part and the cartoon part well.
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TABLE 6. Each (averaged) PSNR value here is the average of the PSNR values in Table 5
for the five test images for each inpainting algorithm. (Averaged) Gain here refers to the
gain of the averaged PSNR value of our Algorithm 1 over the averaged PSNR value of the
corresponding inpainting algorithm.
Text 3 Gain Text 4 Gain 50 % Missing Gain 80% Missing Gain
[3] 32.77 1.87 29.50 1.58 26.75 6.33 26.03 1.51
[4] 33.07 1.57 29.75 1.33 30.98 2.10 26.23 1.31
[5] 32.64 2.00 29.25 1.83 26.60 6.48 25.89 1.65
[16] 33.11 1.53 29.88 1.20 30.65 2.43 25.85 1.69
[22] 34.02 0.62 30.64 0.44 32.38 0.70 26.40 1.14
[23] 34.06 0.58 30.75 0.33 31.69 1.39 27.08 0.46
Alg. 1 34.64 31.08 33.08 27.54
5.3. Numerical Experiments on Noisy Image Inpainting. The inpainting algorithms in [22, 23] only
consider the noiseless case. For the algorithms proposed in [3, 4, 5, 16], the parameters of these iterative
algorithms are often manually set and depend on the noise levels and test images. As we already explained
in Section 1, here we only report the performance of our proposed Algorithm 1 for image inpainting with
noise. See Figure 4 for an example. We choose the i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise with five different
standard deviations σ = 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 for 512× 512 test images in Figure 1. The results are summarized
in Table 7.
TABLE 7. Performance in terms of PSNR values of our proposed image inpainting algorithm
under i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise with noise standard deviation σ = 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 for
five 512× 512 test images in (f)-(j) of Figure 1. Top left table for inpainting mask Text 3 in
(m) of Figure 1. Top right table for inpainting mask Text 4 in (n) of Figure 1. Bottom left
table for 50% randomly missing pixels. Bottom right table for 80% randomly missing pixels.
σ Hill Man Boat Barbara Mandrill Hill Man Boat Barbara Mandrill
5 33.48 33.39 32.80 34.04 29.06 31.23 30.87 29.80 31.31 26.96
10 31.45 31.43 31.04 31.81 27.37 29.90 29.64 28.77 29.84 25.92
20 29.18 29.04 28.84 28.98 25.02 28.14 27.85 27.29 27.70 24.20
30 27.84 27.58 27.41 27.17 23.53 27.00 26.66 26.20 26.24 22.98
50 26.18 25.77 25.55 24.89 21.74 25.56 25.11 24.75 24.28 21.42
5 32.58 32.45 32.51 33.41 25.91 28.87 28.47 27.98 27.69 22.04
10 30.70 30.64 30.65 31.10 25.12 27.90 27.55 27.08 26.66 21.81
20 28.41 28.28 28.20 27.99 23.64 26.39 26.06 25.54 24.67 21.26
30 27.04 26.82 26.64 25.93 22.38 25.33 24.92 24.42 23.30 20.65
50 25.36 25.00 24.71 23.56 20.75 23.95 23.39 22.90 21.85 19.75
(a) Clean image (b) Corrupted image (c) By Algorithm 1
FIGURE 4. (a) is the 512× 512 clean image Hill. (b) is the corrupted image with inpainting
mask Text 3 in (m) of Figure 1 and with i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise having standard
deviation σ = 30. (c) is the inpainted image by our proposed Algorithm 1.
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(a) Clean image (b) Corrupted image (c) By [3] (d) By [4] (e) By [5]
(f) By [16] (g) By [22] (h) By [23] (i) By Algorithm 1
FIGURE 5. (a) is the 512 × 512 clean image Boat. (b) is the corrupted image by Text 4 in
(n) of Figure 1 without noise. (c)–(i) are the inpainted images by [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23] and our
Algorithm 1.
(a) Clean image (b) Corrupted image (c) By [3] (d) By [4] (e) By [5]
(f) By [16] (g) By [22] (h) By [23] (i) By Algorithm 1
FIGURE 6. Zoomed-in portion of the 512 × 512 clean image Barbara in (a), the corrupted
image in (b) by inpainting mask Text 3 in (m) of Figure 1 without noise, and the inpainted
images in (c)–(i) by [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23] and our Algorithm 1.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the balanced approach in [3, 5] and the directional tensor product complex tight framelets in
[19, 20], we proposed in this paper a frame-based image inpainting algorithm. Numerical results show that
our proposed inpainting algorithm can restore corrupted images with better quality than those recovered
by the state-of-the-art frame-based iterative inpainting algorithms in [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23]. Moreover, our
proposed algorithm performs well for image inpainting under noise. Motivated by the grouping effect
property of elastic net in statistics, we proved in Theorem 1 the grouping effect property for the balanced
approach using redundant frame systems. The proved grouping effect property in Theorem 1 partially
explains the effectiveness of the balanced approach in image processing. As a future work, we expect
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(a) Clean image (b) Corrupted image (c) By [3] (d) By [4] (e) By [5]
(f) By [16] (g) By [22] (h) By [23] (i) By Algorithm 1
FIGURE 7. Zoomed-in portion of the 512 × 512 clean image Man in (a), the corrupted
image in (b) by 50% randomly missing pixels without noise, and the inpainted images in
(c)–(i) by [3, 4, 5, 16, 22, 23] and our Algorithm 1.
that our results on image inpainting could be further improved by exploring the freedom in the design of
directional tensor product complex tight framelets in [19, 20] or by using directional nonseparable tight
framelets in [18].
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